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Bruce Rauner, GovernorBruce Rauner, GovernorBruce Rauner, GovernorBruce Rauner, Governor    

Kirk LonbomKirk LonbomKirk LonbomKirk Lonbom, , , , Acting Acting Acting Acting Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary     

    

 

FIRST NOTICE CHANGES 

 

 

Agency: Department of Innovation and Technology 

 

Rulemaking: Mandatory Cybersecurity Training, 80 Ill. Adm. Code 4000 

 

Changes:  

 

1. Line 43, after the term “to”, add “serve as the entity’s cybersecurity-training liaison with 

DoIT and shall”.  

 

2. Line 43, after the term “monitor”, add “and support”. 

 

3. Lines 82-84, add a period after the term “component” and delete “that, if an employee 

attended online, would satisfy the training requirement as though attended live in person.”  

 

4. Line 86, after the period, include “Tentative training dates will be provided by DoIT, via 

electronic mail, to each Designated Contact by January 15th of each calendar year.” 

 

5. Line 88, after the term “shall”, add “confirm” and delete “provide notice of tentative”.  

 

6.  DoIT did receive the following questions from JCAR via email on August 23, 2018: 

 

 

Items 
38 IAC 315; 41 Ill. Reg. 13284 

 
- I haven't seen in the rulemaking where the management's second question in its 5/21/18 

memorandum to you was addressed-where the information about the 2 training sessions shall be 

posted? 

Agency Response:  The information regarding training sessions will be provided by 

DoIT staff to the Designated Contact via electronic mail.  

 

- The management thought you could or should conclude Sec. 4000.200(c)(2) with a period after 

"component". 

 

Agency Response:  JCAR suggestion has been accepted.  

 

- Sec. 4000.200(d). The management understands your intention expressed here, but in order to be 

valid, you should affirmatively state the requirement and details concerning the 2 training periods. 
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Agency Response:  The information regarding training periods will be  sent, via 

electronic mail, to the Designated Contact by January 15th of each calendar year. At this 

point in time, DoIT staff will provide a tentative schedule for the agencies, boards, and 

commissions to complete the Cybersecurity Training. DoIT staff will also provide notice 

to Designated Contact 60 calendar days prior to the start of the training period, as require 

dby Section 4000.200(e). 


